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An Historical and Political View of the Reserve and
Guard Forces of the Baltic States at the Beginning of
the Twenty-first Century

Milton Paul Davis, Tallinn Univers ity, Estonia

Abst ract : The changes that have occurred in Europe since the end of the Cold
War might be the most significant since the midd le of the medieval period. With
Poland and other nations of Centra l Europe , including the three Baltic states,
joi ning the European Union (EU) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) the political and cultural shape of Europe is rapidly changing. For the
first time since the death of Charlemagne over 1,000 years ago, all of Central and
Western Europe has a genuine chance of unitin g. Even though this integrated
Europe will be under the flag of the EU, the key that is making this possible is the
military and economic power of the United States. The organization that brings
the protect ive umbr ella of the US is NATO. For nations to be taken seriously as
members of NATO, they must have credible military forces. For all countries this
includes the reserve and guard forces, but for small countries with conservative
budgets the reserve and Home/National Guard become the most important forces .
Since the Baltic states are three small countries building their militaries from zero
since the end of the Cold War, the importance of the reserve and guard cannot be
overemphasized. This article examines the reserve and Guard forces of Estonia,
Latvia, and Lithuania from the end of the Cold War to the beginning of the
twenty-first century.

The period since the end of the Cold War has seen dramatic changes in
Central Europe. These changes have been most evident in the three

Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. Less than twenty years ago
these countries were not only behind the Iron Curtain , but also inside the
Soviet Union. Today they are not only free and independent, but have
maturing economi es. In 2004 all three countries joined the European Union
(EU) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

And yet, the following statement by Howard Freedlander (1996, 16)
regarding Estonia can still very easily be applied to all three Baltic
countri es:

Despite what many observers consider an astounding economic and
political transformati on from a repressed Soviet republic to an
independent , democratic nation, its future rests on Russia 's intentions.
Belligerent statements by Russian leaders about its rights to the "near
abroad," which includes the Baltic nations, generate increased insecurity
on the part of Estonians.
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The Baltic peoples have an extremely long history of being dominated by
others, and have enjoyed only thirty-six years of independence; twenty-one
between the two World Wars and just over fifteen since the end of the Cold
War. The three countries are naturally very interested in developing a way
to prevent their independence from being lost for a second time. The many
ideas that have been put forth to ensure the future freedom of the Baltic
states can be summarized into three groups: closer cooperation with the
West, closer cooperation with each other and a combination of the
preceding two concepts.

Closer cooperation with the West could have meant simply becoming a
member of the Council of Europe and the Organizat ion for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE -- a collective security organization). It
could also have meant more complex links such as becoming a member of
the EU and NATO (a collective defense organization) . Closer cooperation
among the three Baltic states could range from symbolic events, such as the
August 1989 "Human Chain," through to a complex merging of the three
countries into a single Baltic Union, as Talavs Jundzis (1998, 317)
suggests:

A paragon of a Baltic Union is Switzerland , which unites nations with
different languages thus showing that linguistic differences do not
hinder. .. a political union .. . A customs union of the three Baltic states
seems not to be a Utopia. It could be followed by a common currency,
which would mean a common central bank. [The first steps in this
direction were already starting with the development of a Baltic free trade
area.]

Key to the survival and future cooperation of the Baltic states,
however, is self-defense, starting with a military that is credible to both
friends and potential enemies. If Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania want help
from other countries, including NATO members, they must be able to hold
off the enemy at least long enough for that help to arrive. To do the above
with restrained budgets requires both a small professional military and a
force that can expand the small army rapidly upon mobilization. To make
this concept successful , a well-organized reserve and guard system is
essential (NATO Handbook 1989,77) .

This article will describe the present reserve and guard situation in the
Baltic states by first explaining the two basic models that the three
countries are adopting and adapting -- "total/territorial defense" and
"collective defense ." It will then proceed to explain briefly how reserves fit
into the NATO scenario. Finally, information will be provided about some
of the military cooperat ion that has developed between the three countries.
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Total/Territorial Defense

"Total/territorial defense" is a Scandinavian model sometimes referred
to as the "Finnish-Swedish way." The concept is to have the whole country
involved in its defense, not just the military. The Swiss already use a
modified version (Clemmesen 1999). In total defense, business, industry,
local government, etc. are all involved in integral plans on how to defend
the country. Local armed and non-violent actions are employed as part of
the security strategy, in what is not simply a military, but a national issue
(Werin 1999).

Finland, which has lived in a similar situation to the Baltic states, has
developed a defense policy that has served as an example for the three
countries, and for Estonia in particular. The Finnish defensive strategy of
"denial" and "total defense" can be adapted to the regional conditions of
the Baltic states . A good summary of this strategy would be the following:

Great powers aim to conduct operations outside their territories, which
require massive and expensive support structures for force projection.
Small states , defensively positioned , have to engage a hostile force on
their own territories . A great power aims at a swift military victory that
forces the defender to capitulate militarily and surrender politicall y. Small
countries must deny the aggressor its objective through extended, small
scale actions. They must mobilize, at short notice, reasonably well
equipped forces. Total defence also includes passive resistance by the
civilian population. (Trapans 1998)

Switzerland has also developed a successful model of total defense
with the use of a very credible militia force. Within forty-eight hours of
mobilization the Swiss army and air force can grow from 1,500 full time
regulars and 10,000 civilians to approximately 650,000 soldiers and
airmen. This constitutes the highest concentration of ground troops per
square mile anywhere in Europe. The rapid increase in size of the Swiss
military is dependent on a very well trained and equipped militia that has
full civilian and government support (Stein 1990).

In a well-developed total defense system, standby reserves of the
military allow both active and reserve units to have the ability to grow
when necessary in a rapid and organized fashion. For example, platoons
become companies, companies become battalions , and battalions become
brigades, etc. This is done by means of a conscript system, which trains
most of the adult male population to be ready to serve immediately where
needed (Gabrielsson 1999).

The conscript system of most countries using the total defense concept
has the troops on active duty for approximately one year. At the end of that
time a few of the conscripts volunteer to stay on active duty or to join the
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Home Guard . But the majority become members of the reserves, with some
becoming part of organized units and others just being ready for call up
upon mobilization. Most of the Scandinavian countries also have a system
to provide these reserves with some refresher training every few years
(Wadensjo 1999).

In addition, Home Guards have developed in countries that promote
total defense. These units are similar to the US National Guard or British
Territorial Forces . They are completely filled with volunteers, are attached
to the local community and are frequently aligned with the regular military
in training, uniforms, chain of command, etc. At the same time, they have a
paramilitary function to perform as an auxiliary to local
police/fire/emergency responders. Their primary mission in time of total
war would be to conduct unconventional (partisan/guerilla) warfare in
conjunction with the regular military forces (Trautner 1999).

Most of the armies [militaries] of NATO are organized with a mix of
active and reserve forces [the only two exceptions to the above are
Iceland, with no military, and Luxembourg, with no reserves]. The size,
composition, and the degree of mix is usually the result of a nation's
perception of the ... threat, "out of area" commitments, and [most
importantly] budgetary constraints. (Tripp 1991, 3)

As the above quote shows, NATO's use of reserve forces allows the
Baltic states to copy models such as total defense for their own reserve
units. But another model does exist, and this is the model of "collective
defense," which has been the main concept of NATO .

Collective defense is an arrangement -- usually formalized by a treaty
and an organization -- among participant states that commit support in
defense of a member state if it is attacked by another state outside the
organization. NATO is the best-known collective defense organization. Its
now famous Article V calls on (but not fully commits) member states to
assist another member under attack ("Collective defense" 2006) .

Between the end of the Cold War and the time the Baltic states joined
NATO in 2004, the use of the concepts of total and territorial defense
helped the three countries to build modem defense forces. Now that they
have joined NATO, the Baltics ' attention should be aimed more at
collective defense, so as to be in line with most of the NATO members .
Presently, Lithuania has made the best transition from territorial defense to
collective defense, while Estonia has made the least change . Many reasons
could be listed for this difference, but the simplest reason might be that
Lithuania's closest associate is Poland, a NATO member, whereas
Estonia's closest associates are Finland and Sweden, not members of
NATO.
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Yet it remains to be asked: are the Baltic states ' forces credible, and
how do political leaders see their use ? If a force is not credible, it will not
deter the enemy. At the same time ,

The greater reliance on Reserve Forces in future defense arrangements is
an attractive alternative for political leaders concerned about defense
expenditures. . . .. The cost of Reserve Forces is a fraction of the cost of
maintaining Active Forces. Reserve Forces constitute not only a credible
deterrence .but also are a stabilizing and less provocative element to an
opposing international coalition. (Gerry 1990)

NATO and the West have been teaching the Baltic states how to develop a
reserve/Guard system that is credible and politically acceptable.
Scandinavia, the US , Switzerland, Great Britain, and Germany have so far
done the most to help , but now that the Baltic states are in NATO, these
efforts will probably begin to diminish. An important point to note, before
looking at the three countries in question, is that the West, with its vast
experience in dealing with organized reserves, will be the basis for the
development of the reserve forces of the Baltic states:

NATO's current citizen-soldiers will be the basis for the new structures of
reserve forces which will, in conjunction with relatively small groups of
professional military women and men, provide security in the next
century.. .. A new generation of Reservists -- perhaps not only from the
West, but from Central and Eastern Europe as well, will take the places of
the conscripts and the voluntary reserves of the last three decades. (de
l ong 1992)

What progress, then, has been made in the development of credible
reserve forces in the Baltic states? To answer this question, the status of
forces in each country must be reviewed.

Estonia

Estonia started to develop an independent military after the
establishment of a Ministry of Defense in April 1992. The last Russian
troops withdrew in August 1994. Currently, the approximate size of the
Estonian military is over 4,000, including over 2,400 full time
professionals and over 1,900 conscripts (Liflander 2006) . In addition, the
Kaitseliit (the Defense League or Home Guard) consists of over 9,000
members (Ott 2006) . While Estonia plans to move to the collective defense
model soon (Ints 2006; Liflander 2006), it has not been as quick as its two
Baltic neighbors in adopting this new NATO terminology. As such, the
military doctrine of total (territorial) defense based on the Scandinavian
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model has proved to be more enduring here than it has in Latvia and
Lithuania (Tammela 1998; Loemaa 2006).

The Estonian Defense Forces (EDF) make up an important segment of
the democratic society of Estonia. They form the armed sector of the
nation. The missions of the EDF are defined clearly in the legislation of the
Estonian parliament, in treaties, and in the weaponry employed by the
military. The EDF is a force designed for defensive war not offensive
actions:

Estonia's armed forces are being created as a strictly defensive military
force. The defensive nature is reflected in their structure, doctrine, and
equipment. The Estonian armed forces are being developed to provide
national territorial defense and to participate in international peace
support operations. They are being structured to be compatible with
NATO standards. (KievenaarEstonia 1998, 1)

The re-creation of the EDF in 1991 began from absolute zero, because
when the Russians left, they took everything that could be of military value
(Tusa 1995). The first institution created in 1991 was the General Staff.
Realizing the political and military realities of the time (occupying foreign
troops were still stationed on Estonian territory) the important issues were
to quickly organize light infantry units and arm them with light weapons.
Secondly, these units had to be quickly trained to a good degree of combat
readiness. Finally, a training system for officers and sergeants/non
commissioned officers (NCOs) had to be established.

By 1993 four infantry battalions, two independent infantry companies,
the Defense Forces School, a signal battalion and a transportation company
had been organized. During the same period the Kaits eliit, was legally
authorized to reactivate formally and become part of the EDF (Sirel 1999).

The regular standing armed forces of today consist of full-time
conscripts, NCOs and officers divided into the three services: air force ,
army, and navy. Today's Estonian regular military is in turn divided into
two distinct parts: an operational structure and a training/administrative
structure (Estonian Defense Forces 2003-2006, 7). The modem Estonian
military performs many functions , but the first three are the most
significant: train wartime reserve units, be prepared to ensure the
mobilization of these wartime units , and participate in international peace
operations. Other duties include, but are not limited to, responding to crisis
situations, the implementation of relevant international agreements/treaties
(arms control), collection of information, and when needed, assisting
civilian authorities (Laaneots 1999).

The ground forces , whose units principally consist of light infantry,
constitute the main combat capacity of the defense forces . Other units fulfil
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artillery, engineering, reconnaissance (intelligence), signal , logistics and
maintenance functions. The Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) section
of the military is very good by Western standards (Grant 5 May 2006).

The Estonian Army is designed through flexible defense to prevent the
total destruction of its forces by a surprise attack. In the case of the Baltic
states, flexible defense involves the entire territory of the country by using
small unit actions to delay and attrite the enemy. This method of defense
includes organizing guerrilla activities in areas under enemy domination. A
second import ant mission of the Estonian Army is to be prepared to receive
allied military units from abroad in times of national emergency, which in
NATO terminology is titled Host Nation Support (HNS) (Somer 1999).

The small Estonian Air Force of approximately 250 personnel has a
distinct and significant position in the defense of Estonia (Loemaa 2006).
The Estonian Air Force originated in November 1918, when an aviation
company was formed in the engineer battalion. It ceased to exist with the
Soviet occupation but was restored in 1991, when a position for air issues
was created within the General Staff. Presently the Estonian Air Force is
made up of the Air Force Headquarters, Air Force Base and Air Space
Control Division. The primary agenda for the Estonian Air Force is to
constitute, in conjunction with the two other Baltic states, a unified air
space control system (Estonia Estonia on the Threshold ofNATO, 49).

A third element of the EDF is the Navy of about 300 personnel ("What
are the Estonian Defence Forces?" 2006). In 1918, during the War of
Independence, the first Estonian Navy was formed and, with some help
from other European nations , it reached a respectable size for a small
nation before being put out of service by the Soviet Union during the
occupation. On 1 July 1993 the Estonian Navy was reinstated when a naval
department was attached to the General Staff. The Navy's assignment is to
defend Estonian territorial waters and to work in conjunction with the other
two Baltic states to protect the whole Baltic maritime region. The Estonian
Navy is made up of the Naval Staff, Sea Surveillance Centre, the historic
Naval Base at Tallinn Mine Harbor, and ship units. There are two
categories of navy ships : minesweepers and auxiliary ships (made up of
civilian ships requisitioned in times of emergency) (Hayden 18 Feb . 1999;
Grant 1 June 2006). The Estonian Border Guard under the Ministry of the
Interior operates guard ships ("Estonian Defence Forces 2003-2006" 2006 ,
9).

In addition to the standing military there is the Eston ian Border Guard
(EBD), an undeveloped potential reserve, and the Kaitseliit. As in the other
two Baltic states, Estonia 's paramilitary border guard of approximately
3,000 personnel is under the control of the Ministry of the Interior rather
than the Ministry of Defense (Estonia Foreign Affairs) . In 2000 , it was
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decreed that these forces would not even come under Ministry of Defense
control in time of emergency (Prikk 2006).

As is also the case in the other two Baltic states, Estonian conscripts
join one of three branches of service. Conscripts are required to serve one
year in whichever branch they are selected for, with the majority going into
the ground forces . The naval reserve is in its infancy, and there is no air
reserve system and only rudimentary means of locating former Navy and
Air Force personnel. Instead of using a reserve, the Navy 's shore defense
component is recalled in much the same way as land force reserves
(Kievenaar Estonian 1998,27).

Conscription occurs every four months . As part of the total defense
concept , new conscripts are placed as far as possible either in their home
area, or in the location where they would have to fight. However, since
there are not enough units in all parts of the country , less and less
conscripts are actually placed in their home areas (Grant 5 May 2006). In
theory each battalion -- which, if mobilized, would become a brigade -
operates its own ten-week basic training course for its assigned conscripts.
Using this method , with three cycles per year, a regular battalion develops
approximately one new battalion of reserves per year. After completing the
required one-year training, the entire sub-unit that has just been trained will
be conveyed to the reserves and will be assigned to a wartime unit. In
restorative training the entire sub-unit will be activated to train together to
guarantee smooth execution (Hayden 18 Feb. 1999).

During their initial twelve months , conscripts receive basic infantry
training, followed by either specialized technical training or, for the
majority, more light infantry training for an additional fourteen weeks.
Afterwards the entire sub-unit trains and maneuvers as a team. At the end
of the first ten weeks of training approximately 30 percent of the conscripts
are selected to attend the Basic NCO Course for conscript s at the Battle
Academy. This is a modified version of the basic NCO course for those
who stay in the military as professionals after their year as a conscript. At
the end of the conscript Basic NCO Course, about 10 percent of the
students are selected to attend a ten-week Reserve Officers School. The
final phase of conscription consists of seventeen weeks of collective
training in which the new officers and new NCOs train with their units in
combined arms field exercises (Kievenaar Estonian , 8-9).

Besides the over 6,000 trained members of Kaitseliit (discussed
below), Estonia has the foundations of an untested larger reserve system
which draws from all former servicemen (perhaps as many as 6,000
additional personnel who are not presently members of the trained
Kaitseliit or standing military) (Estonia in NATO 2005, 26).
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All former servicemen who have completed their conscript or
professional service [regardless of branch] are enrolled in the reserves
until the age of 50, 55 or 60, dependent upon their military rank . These
personnel form an ever-expanding pool of manpower accessible during
mobilization. Current reserves lack training and equipment, situations to
be remedied in the mid-term future. (Kievenaar Estonian 1998, 10)

In 1998, for the first time since 1992, selected reserve units were
activated for ,training. The plan brought all of the reserve officers of these
selected units in for one week, followed by a week off. During the third
week, all of the reserve officers and reserve NCOs of the same selected
units trained together, then all had the fourth week off. In the fifth and final
week, the whole of the selected reserve unit trained together. The intention
was to do this with one company of a reserve battalion approximately
every year until the whole battalion had been through refresher training, at
which point the cycle would be repeated (Somer 1999).

These mobilization expansion plans have in fact not developed in the
way that was originally envisaged . There seems to be little coordination in
the way that units come together for exercises, and the final exercise may
only involve half the conscripts . In the last three years only three reserve
units have been activated for training . One of these actually exercised as a
complete unit in the annual May exercise called Kevadtorm (Spring Storm)
(Grant 2006) .

The largest component of Estonia 's military reserves is the National
Defense League Kaitseliit, which was first established on 11 November
1918. It was involved in the War of Independence (1918-20) and remained
very active until the Soviet occupation, claiming a member ship of
approximately 100,000 on the eve of World War II (Estonia, Ministry of
Defence Kaitseliit 1997). The organization was promptly disbanded
following the Soviet occupation, but former Kaitseliit members played a
prominent part in the post-war resistance movement of the "Forest
Brotherhood" (Everett 1998,74).

Kaits eliit holds itself responsible for the protection of the country,
including preparation to fight partisan warfare if and when necessary . It
also provides leadership training that is useful in civilian life. The
organization has approximately 9,000 paramilitary members, and is based
on by-laws from the 1930s. In addition to these 9,000 uniformed members ,
there are around a further 9,000 family members who participate in
social/supporting organizations (Ott 2006) . Kaits eliit is therefore a family
organization much like the American National Guard . Unlike its US
equivalent , however, it also encompasses boy and girl scout groups. With
approximately one in every hundred Estonians a member, Kaitseliit really
does represent the citizen-soldier concept within this small but determined
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Baltic nation (Estonia , Ministry of Defense Kaitseliit 1997). Each member
of the organization is a "patriot of his state," who uses his free time and
usually his own funds to educate himself about military matters. He does
this so that the "statehood of Estonia could (be) preserve(d)" (Estonia,
Ministry of Defense Kaitseliit 1997). External training assistance since
1991 has come from many sources, including the United States Military
Liaison Team (MLT) , which is always headed by an active duty field grade
officer from the Maryland National Guard. The other Scandinavian states
(both NATO and non-NATO) have also provided a tremendous amount of
assistance (Estonia, Ministry of Defens e On the Threshold of NA TO 1999,
53).

Kaitseliit can be activated very quickly, with most members storing
their personal equipment -- including weapon and some ammunition -- at
their homes . As such, it available not only to assist the EDF in a case of
aggression against the nation, but is also authorized to also assist the
Border Guard, Rescue Board, local police and other public service
organizations in times of internal emergency (Estonia, Ministry of Defense
On the Threshold ofNATO 1999, 53). The organization is subdivided into
fifteen regional sub-units (districts) called malev (approximately one
district for each county of Estonia) . Each malev is very loosely structured
and organized rather like a poorly defined brigade, with present members
forming the cadre of a unit that could expand rapidly in the event of an
emergency (Grant 3 July 2006) . Although it is still developing, Kaitseliit
appears to have great potential in the area of small unit organization.
Annual training mainly consists of weapons qualifications and reviewing of
squad-platoon tactics (Everett 1998, 75).

A very close relationship exists between Kaitseliit and the EDF,
allowing both the volunteers and the regular soldiers to learn from each
other. All of the full time members of Kaitseliit belong to the regular armed
forces , and there are future plans for Kaitseliit to help with the training of
the regular military reserv e. Besides the training assistance that is provided
by NATO members and other Scandinavian countries, the three Baltic
states signed an agreement on 21 October 1995 to cooperate in the training
of their volunteer guard forces (Kaitseliit-Estonia, Zemessardze-Latvia, and
Savanoriai-Lithuania) (Estonia, Ministry of Defense Estonia Defense
Forces 1991-1996 1999, 20).

In sum, the reserve and guard forces of Estonia already display great
signs of professionalism, as well as a significant potential to develop this
further. Their nationalist esprit de corps and stubborn determination are the
basis for a mobilization foundation that could be very professional,
competent and a force that could be relatively effective in combat (Everett
1998,83).
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Latvia

Latvia 's independent military began with the establishment of a
Ministry of Defense (MOD) in November 1991. It consists of land, naval,
air forces and the part-time volunteer Zemessardze National Guard, which
currently constitutes the largest single source of manpower (Matiss 1999;
Vizulis 2006).

Originally formed in 1918 when Latvia first became independent, the
Zemessardze initially consisted of 6,000 soldiers organized into twenty-six
companies and Latvian, Russian and German language groups. In the
course of the next twenty-one years it evolved into Latvia's national army,
but was abolished following the 1940 Soviet occupation. The Zemessardze
immediately reappeared following the collapse of Soviet power, and is now
an integral part of the Latvian National Armed Forces (LNAF) charged
with defending the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Latvian state
and its population against aggression.

The LNAF currently consists of approximately 17,700 personnel
(including 600 civilians), of which the Zemessardze account for over
11,600. The Air Force has only a few hundred people and does not include
the few air personnel in the National Guard. The Navy, which also
performs the role of coast guard, consists of approximately 1,000 members.
Of these total figures only approximately 6,000 are full time professional
military personnel. Of these professional military members, currently about
half are the full time cadre of the Zemessardze (Dilans 2005).

Latvia's nascent defense principles dictate continued resistance in the
event of aggression. [From the end of the Cold War up until Latvia jo ined
NATO and the EU, its military was] . .. being developed as a territorial
defense force with a modest capability to opera te in international
peacekeeping operations . . . The goal of Latvian national security policy is
to preserve state sovereignty, territorial integrity, language and national
identity, and parliamentary democracy as established by the Constitution.
(Kievenaar Latvia 1998, 1)

As was the case in Estonia, when the Russians left they took virtually
every military asset except the building that became the MOD
headquarters. As with the other Baltic nations , the volunteer forces and the
profess ional military started from different sources and at different times.
Unlike the other two Baltic states, however, the merger of these two
organizations has proved much more difficult in Latvia. In this respect, the
establishment of the MOD was preceded by the formation of the
Zemessardze, which followed a different path from the rest of the military
(Eihmanis 1999).
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Even before the MOD was founded , the first post-Soviet government
of Latvia started a Department of Public Security . Understandably, the first
components of this new department were Border Guard units. Later in the
same year, when the MOD was formed, the Border Guard units became
part of the MOD (Linde 1999). Thus according to the Baltic Defence
Review:

Early in 1993 Latvia finds itself with two different armies , each
subordinate to different institutions and with the Russian Forces still
occupying portions of Latvia 's territory. The Home Guard , after exposure
to US National Guard, renamed also National Guard [Zemessardze] is
headed by Col. Girts Kritovskis as Chief of Staff subordinate to the...
newly elected President. The fledgling Defense Forces (DF) [land
forces/army] , Naval Forces and Air Forces on the other hand, are
subordinate to the Minister of Defence [who subsequently answers to the
Prime Minister , not the President. (Zalkans 1999,73)

Since Latvia had in essence two different armies, the Zemessardze
National Guard and the Army, land forces were often at odds. The former
were volunteer citizens which for the most part lacked any prior military
experience or training, but which were imbued with a very strong
nationalist pride. The latter was mostly made up of former Soviet officers
who were slowly returning to their national homeland. Although the
regular land forces had a much greater degree of military training and
experience, most of them had spent over twenty years in the bureaucratic,
inflexible, and heavy Soviet military machine . They therefore found it
difficult to understand what was necessary in order to establish and train
the new, small, and under-funded Latvian military . The land forces proved
reluctant to recognize their own weaknesses, refusing an offer by the
British to provide tactical training ; the Zemessardze, by contrast , had no
such qualms , and responded enthusiastically to the British overtures
(Zalkans , 31 Mar. 1999).

One major event that opened the door to immediate change came in
May of 1993, when the US Military Liaison Teams started arriving in the
Baltic states . At this time Russian troops were still occupying parts of
Latvia and the arrival of this American team headed by an active duty
colonel from the Michigan National Guard demonstrated tangible Western
support for the inexperienced Latvian military and sent a very definite
international message . Coupled with the appointment of a new defense
minister, former US Marine Valdis Pavlovskis, the arrival of this team
helped to introduce both arms of the Latvian military to alternative Western
ways of looking at force structure, planning, and leadership styles (Brown
1999).
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It soon became obvious to both the land forces and the Zemessardze
that in order to get continued military assistance from the West , the country
should have a single civilian command system with all military assets
responsible to the MOD . After much haggling, an agreement was signed on
5 October 1994 placing all Latvian military forces under the control of a
new commander (Zalkans, 31 Mar. 1999). Theoretically, this solved the
command and control issue. However, in practice two issues still remained:
how does the Border Guard in its peacet ime mode work within this
organization, and, perhaps most importantly for a small country, is it
necessary to have two sets of land forces with basically separate lower
chains of command? On paper both problems have been solved , but in
reality all of the issues had not been settled unt il very recently.

On 7 January 1997, the Border Guard, now called the Front ier Guard,
changed from bein g responsible to the MOD. Now, much like Estonia and
Lithuania, the Fronti er Guard belongs to the Ministry of the Interior. In this
way, the MOD lost one of its highly trained potential reserves for use in
case of a national mobilization ("Border Guard .. ." 1999). An attempt to
solve the chain of command problem occurred in February 1998, when all
ground forces were placed under Zemessardze control. Entrusting
command to what was mostly a volunteer force placed Latvia in a unique
position: in a US context, this would equate to making the US National
Guard Bureau responsible for territorial defense of the homeland
(Dambergs 1999). This concept, however, did not work very successfully;
in October 2005 command and control again passed to the Land Forces,
and the Zemessardze became a separate service within the LNAF (Porietis
2006).

There is presently virtually no other reserve apart from the
Zemessardze , with only a very rudimentary system in place to locate
former military members who do not volunteer for National Guard service.
Plans are in place for total national mobilization, with civilian businesses
deep ly involved, yet those concerni ng the specific role of military within
this process are not so well developed, especially at the strategic level
(Eihmanis 1999).

Conscription has been an important part of the make up of the Latvian
military since 1991. At present, however, the conscript concept is currently
being phased out , and a 100 percent professional volunteer force should be
in place by the end of 2006 (Porietis 2006).

Conscripts [have been] drawn from the population, and all healthy men
between the ages of 18 and 27 are eligible to serve for 12 months as a
conscript. Approximately2,500 young men [have been] conscripted every
year. The professional army consist[ed] of NCOs and officers that
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serve[d] full time in the battalions, training conscripts and operating the
battalionstaff. (Kievenaar Latvia 1998, 22)

Compared to Estonia and Lithuania, the military build-up in post
Soviet Latvia may have been slow because of a large Russian population
that was not as motivated to deve lop an independent nation-state. The
reserve and guard forces, as well as the milita ry establishment as a whole,
faced two major problems during the last years of the 1990s: a lack of
money and a lack of detailed written plans (Zalkans, 31 Mar. 1999). Now
both of these problems have been corrected and , with Latvia being a
member of NATO and the EU, the country has made great strides to
become equal to the other two Baltic states (Porietis 2006) .

Lithuania

The development of the Lithuanian military began immediately after
independence was declared on 11 March 1990. Today, these forces number
approximately 18,000 personnel, a figure which includes about 8,000
active reservists . Of the latter , roughly 7,000 are part -time members of the
Savanoriai National Defense Volunteer Force or National Guard. This is in
addition to the approximately 2,000 Interior Ministry troops and an
additional 2,000-strong Border Police Force, also belonging to the Interior
Ministry. These Interior Ministry personnel are not formally part of the
defense forces , but would assist them in the event of an armed invasion.
The regular Lithuanian Army consists of ground forces (over 4,000 full
time personnel including the full time personnel of the Savanoriai) , a very
small air force (1,100 personnel), a small professional navy (630
personnel), and over 3,000 conscripts all under the control of the Ministry
of National Defence (MOND) (Kievenaar Lithuanian 1998, 2). Thus ,
"Lithuania' s defense capability is based on conscription, constant training
of regular forces , readiness of mobilized reserves, and the citizens'
determination to resist aggression" (Lithuania, Ministry of National
Defense Overview 1998; (Lithuania, Ministry of National Defense Defence
Ref orm 2005).

The core of the ground forces is the "Iron Wolf' motorized infantry
brigade, which is composed of approximately 2,900 personnel divided
between four maneuver battalions and an artillery battalion (Day 1999;
Colvin 1999). There is also an engineering battalion, and ground force
troops additionally make up part of logistics, training, and special
operations units (Leika 2006) .

Right from its inception, today's Lithuanian Air Force has been
working closely with NATO, and especially with Poland and the USA, to
acquire modem programs. The most significant advancement has been in
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conjunction with Estonia and Latvia in the development of the Baltic Air
Surveillance Network (BALTNET) discussed in more detail below. The
Lithuanian Navy also functions as a coast guard . The navies of all three
Baltic states have formed a combined mine sweeping squadron named
BALTRON (Kievenaar Lithuanian 1998, 7-8).

All three branches of service use the conscript system to keep their
ranks - full ; but volunteers are accepted and the Savanoriai are also a
volunteer force. Most conscripts go into the ground forces , with a few
joining the Navy or Air Force. The constitution calls for one year of
compulsory military training (conscientious objectors may choose
alternative service). This training was configured in a similar manner to the
programs in Estonia and Latvia , but now the approximate three month
basic conscript training is centrally located in Rukla, with four cycles per
year allowing all conscripts to get the same basic skills (Stasaitis 1999;
Petkevicius 2006) . Of the 20,000 or more male citizens who become
eligible each year for conscript training, however, only approximately
6,000 are actually inducted annually.

The military reserves of the Lithuanian Armed Forces are made up of
citizens of Lithuania that are deemed fit for military service and have
received military training . The mission of the reserve forces is to
supplement military units with personnel as well as to form additional
units during mobilization. (Kievenaar Lithuanian 1998,8-9)

The reserve forces of the future will be more organized, larger and
better prepared than past reserves. But, it is fair to say from the evidence
examined that Lithuania already has a system that at least allows the
central authorities to maintain contact with the members of the organized
reserves and which could lead to a well-developed reserve system
encompassing over 100,000 (Statkeviciute 1999, 57).

The best organized part of the Lithuanian strategic reserve is the
Savanoriai , which grew out of the volunteers who in early 1991 protected
the parliament building against Soviet aggression. Following the collapse
of the USSR, it was the Savanoriai that helped to escort the last Russian
troops out of Lithuania in August 1993. As a result of the 5 May 1998 law
on National Defence Organization and Military Service, the Savanoriai
were officially organized as the National Defense Volunteer Force (NDVF)
and completely integrated into the structure of the Lithuanian Armed
Forces. The chain of command now moves from the President to the
Minister of National Defense to the Commander of the Armed Forces to
the Commander of the Land Forces to the Commander of the NDVF
(Juozaitis 1999).
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The NDVF is sometimes referred to as "Landsbergis' Army," because
its origins derive from the period when Vytautas Landsbergis was
Chairman of Sajudis and de f acto head of state. Today the Lithuanian
Parliament maintains a key role and must approve the appointment of the
Defense Minister and the Commander of the Armed forces. Like the US
National Guard, the NDVF is a grass roots organization, close to the people
and also with much support in parliament (Clemmesen 1999). It has been
recently reorganized and presently has five regular battalions , one aviation
company and a training battalion (Leika 2006).

The tasks of the NDVF are: to train military specialists and specialized
units capable of participating in international crisis response operations; to
guard strategic structures and facilities and assist response teams during a
natural or man-made emergency; to provide assistance to civil authorities
and the police under circumstances and specific events defined by law; to
exercise Host Nation Support for NATO and partner forces; and to
administer the Armed Forces reserve (Leika 2006; Lithuaniam Ministry of
National Defense National Defense Volunteer Forces 2006). Several
countries have provided significant assistance to the SavanoriailNDVF.
The US Military Liaison Team (MLT), headed by the US National Guard
from the State of Pennsylvania with its "military-to-military" program, and
the Danish Home Guard have been particularl y influential (Juozaitis 1999).

In the early post-Soviet period Lithuania was the only one of the Baltic
states that came close to meeting NATO recommendations (2 percent of
the national budget) in the area of defense expenditure. Greater funding has
enabled the Lithuanian military to become slightly better equipped and
manned than those of its two Baltic neighbors . The reserve/guard forces of
Lithuania have been designed to meet the pressing need to build credible
armed forces and to accomplish the doctrine of total defense in addition to
now fitting into the concept of collective defense (Statkeviciute 1999,61).

Baltic Security Cooperation

The reserve and guard forces of the Baltic states should expand and
stabilize if the economies of the three countries continue to grow with the
continued infusion of Western help. The opening of the Baltic Defence
College (BALTDEFCOL) in Tartu, Estonia in February 1999 is an
example of the financial, plus practical support that is being used to
streamline training and make the three states interoperable.
BALTDEFCOL is an exciting opportunity for NATO members and other
Western European nations (Finland, Sweden, Switzerland, etc.) to help
train field-grade Baltic officers (regular, reserve and Home Guard) . It is a
very unusual organization in three ways: most of the early funding was
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from non-Baltic countries; only three of the original instructors were from
the three Baltic states whereas most of the students were/are from the
Baltics; and the language of instruction is English. This means that all of
the Baltic students, including potential reserve and guard field-grade
officers, in the eleven-month program are heavily exposed to Western
military ideas and the main operating language of NATO (BALTDEFCOL
1998). While most BALTDEFCOL instructors and much of the College 's
funding now comes from the Baltic states themselves, this institut ion was
already very heavily dependent on NATO/EU concepts and personnel long
before the three countries joined either the EU or NATO (Porieti s 2006).

As well as creating BALTDEFCOL, the Baltic states have instigated
several cooperative training programs, including the Baltic Challenge
exercises incorporating the US and other European countries, and the
following multi-state military organizations:

BALTBAT (Baltic [infantry] Batta lion -- home base , Adazi, Latvia),
was made up of a company from each of the three Baltic states and a joint
headquarters company. BALTBAT had elements serving in Bosnia on a
peacekeeping mission as early as 1994 (Estonia Ministry of Defense Baltic
2002, 8) and was disbanded in 2003 after a string of very successful
activities in this field . The official reason for the disbandment was that all
original goals and missions had now been accomplished, meaning that
there was no further need for the battalion (Liflander 2006) .

BALTRON (Baltic Squadron) is a naval mine sweeping squadron
made up of ships from the three Baltic states, with a home port of Tallinn,
Estonia (Estonia Ministry of Defense Baltic 2002 ,12).

BALTNET is the Baltic Air Surveillance Network that has been
designed to protect the air space of all three Baltic countries. BALTNET's
home base is Karme lava, Lithuania. Each of the countries provides
resources and manpower to make this system operate (Estonia Ministry of
Defense Baltic 2002, 15).

BALTCCIS is a Baltic Command and Control Information System
project led and designed by the German Air Force Information Center. The
BALTCCIS project was established in 2001 in Birkenfeld, Germany and it
plays an important role in the development of modem staffs at the national
levels of all three Baltic states. It is an innovative design for use in the
cross-border environment of the Baltic region of Europe . The extremely
flexible system consists of a number of module s that monitor the status of
units. Further modules can be integrated later on. The first version of
BALTCCIS software was finalized in March 2005 and the acceptance
testing was completed in February 2006 (BALTCCIS 2006) .

BALTSEA, the Baltic Security Assistance Forum, was establis hed in
Oslo, Norway in April 1997 based on an agreement among seventeen
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nations (fifteen -- both NATO and non-NATO -- in Europe and two in
North America). BALTSEA played an exceptional role in coordinating the
foreign assistance of fourteen supporting states to the Baltic states, helping
the three countries with their NATO integration plus security and defense
policy objectives. During its eight-year history, BALTSEA made a
significant effort to develop the other joint Baltic projects already outlined
above. The main objective of the forum was to streamline the efforts of the
countries involved in this cooperation and to optimize the use of resources
in the Baltic region (BALTSEA 2006).

The role of BALTSEA began to change after the three Baltic states
joined NATO, and the forum was finally disbanded in late 2005. However,
a yearly meeting/seminar/conference of the seventeen participating nations
is now held at the Baltic Defence College to discuss the current security
and defense situation in the region (Rasiulis 2006) .

The joint institutions mentioned above are designed to have military
member s in all three branches of service and at all ranks, including
reserve/guard members on extended active duty. These are and have been
very positive experiment s in interoperability. Like BALTDEFCOL, all
joint Baltic programs require the use of the English language and have to
function according to NATO standards (Lithuania, Ministry of National
Defence Fact Sheet 2005).

Conclusion

The cooperative programs to promote interoperability, although
complicated to coordinate, have helped to strengthen the credibility of the
Baltic militaries in the eyes of NATO. The programs also increase the
ability of the reserve/guard and standing forces of these three small states
to train successfully to NATO standards.

The West is working hard to extend training opportunities to Baltic
troops, as evidenced by the presence of students from these countries at
West Point, the US Milita ry Academy, and Annapolis, its Naval
counterpart. Another very practical aid in strengthening the Baltic
militaries has been the MLT program, which operates "in the spirit of"
NATO's Partnership for Peace (PtF) initiative, but is under the umbrella of
the US Defense and State Department s through the US National Guard
State Partnership Program (SPP). Through Estonia ' s link with Maryland,
Latvia 's with Michigan, and Lithuania's with Pennsylvania, the MLTs
have spent most of their efforts working with the reserves and especially
the National Guard of each country (Hayden , 24 Mar. 1999; Teel,
2005).The Scandinavian countries have also concentrated their efforts on
training the guard forces, through partnerships like the one that exists
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between the Danish Home Guard and the Lithuanian NDVF (Clemmesen
1999). In so far as Scandinavian troops are used to conditions similar to
those of the three Baltic states, they are perhaps best suited to provide
assistance in the area of partisan and infantry training (Linde 1999).

The flat terrain of the three Baltic states means that all forces need to
be skillfully supported logistically, well-organized and in a high state of
readiness, since there are few natural barriers to a quick advance of enemy
forces. Logistics and organization are two areas where the USA has great
strengths and can thereby provide valuable advice to the Baltic militaries.
A great future use of the US MLT program might be to assist these
countries in developing manuals and doctrine in these areas (Zalkans, 31
Mar. 1999).

Everyone interviewed for the purposes of this article agreed that the
money and advice channeled into the Baltic states by the West helped to
attain the goal of NATO membership. Whether by means of Military
Liaison Teams, language instruction , professional training or business
development, Western assistance doubtless facilitated the process . Progress
was initially slow after Russian troop withdrawal , but with economies
stabilizing themselves , visitors to the Baltic states over the last ten years
have witnessed rapid changes in the direction of Westernization. However,
the adjustment from Soviet military philosophy and trailing methods to the
less autocratic Western style is obviously not something that can be
achieved overnight (Zalkans ; Howard 2006).

There is considerable debate among Western nations about potential
new members of NATO and the defense mechanisms of the EU. Since
becoming independent for the second time in 1991, Estonia, Latvia, and
Lithuania bolstered their security by joining NATO. Accord ing to Barry
Buzan, a specialist on world security, international security is a five
dimensional issue (military, political , economic, societal and
environmental) and joining NATO only assists with one or maybe two of
these dimensions. The Baltic states have also joined the EU, which helped
to cover another one or two of Buzan 's security dimensions. In sum, there
seem to be grounds to suggest that by joining NATO and the EU as well as
generally working closely together with the other European nations , the
Baltic states have addressed all five of the dimensions (Buzan 1991).

The Baltic peoples have, however, been slow to understand all of the
dimensions and particulars of international security. The Scandinavian
countries see these nations, and the Estonians in particular, as Nordic,
while the territory of the Baltic states is viewed as a physical buffer to the
"Great Russian Bear." The Swedes and Danes also may feel some guilt for
recognizing the Soviet occupation of the Baltics and for not providing
assistance during the inter-war period that could have helped the infant
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countries to react more like Finland did when confronted with Soviet
pressure during the autumn of 1939. Since 1990 the Nordic states have
given the greatest degree of assistance to the Baits, not just in the military
sphere , but also in terms of getting to grips with the total security
ramifications of being a small sovereign nation at the tum of the twenty
first century (Dorfer 1992).

The positive attitudes of the Scandinavian countries should be
contrasted with the uncertainty about the Russian attitude, which drives
some of the external debate about the security of the Baltics . With the end
of the Cold War and the collapse of the USSR, should Russia be seen as
the enemy or even as a threat? A decade and a half after the collapse of the
USSR, Russia is still complaining that local Russians in the Baltic states
are mistreated. It has previously threatened the Balts with invasion and
economic sanctions, and has questioned their borders, thereby heightening
Baltic nationa lism and fear of the eastern neighbor (Blank 1997, 5-21).
Russia had hoped to develop a buffer between itself and the West, but none
of the Baltic states are interested in being part of this "gray zone." All in
all, "Russia' s threats have produced precisely the opposite of their intended
aim." (Blank 1998,56)

Even with a better understanding of Russian intentions the non-Baltic
Western World does not always think uniformly on how best to deal with
Baltic security . Under the title of Strategic Considerations, US Senator
William Roth of Delaware develope d a series of memorandums that raised
several questions including that pertaining to the defensibility of the Baltic
states (Woehrel 1999). In a subsequent article, Lieutenant Genera l Hillings
of Denmark answered the question as follows:

In spite of the differences in language , populati on mix, terrain , military
structure e.g. the three countries form a military-strategic entity . . .. In a
way it is not logic for US senators and other Western politico-military
commentators to put much emphasi s on the question whether the Baltic
states can be defended or not. ... The same was the case [with] the Soviet
Union during the Cold War, but at that time it was never a prerequisite for
admission to NATO that a country should be defendable. . . . Thus, when
defensibility is addressed in context of the Baltic states as members of
NATO , one should not discuss whether they can be defended against a
major attack from an enormous neighbour. (Hillings 1999)

What the General , typical of the Western advisors to the Baltics, goes
on to say is that if a country is a member of NATO it does not matter if it is
defendable or not, because an attack on one is an attack on all. Thus, an
enemy would think twice about attacking three small nations if it knew that
this would lead to the mobilization of all NATO countries. A further key
statement the General makes , however, is that for a group of small nations
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to survive they must work together and must have a total defense system
that mobilizes the whole nation and can hold out until reinforcements
arrive . He and other Scandinavian commentators have also emphasized that
total mobilization implies a strong reserve and a guard system that is quick
to respond with credible plans and weapons .

As the Baltic states mold themselves to the NATO system of collect ive
defense, the reserve component concept first developed by the Prussians in
the l800s is therefore still highly relevant to their needs.

This idea that the army was not to fight the next war, but was to train the
nation to fight the next war, should not be underemphasized! ....
Theoretically, the Prussians believed, when the reservists marched off to
war, his hometown support marched [symbolically] with him. (Gray
1992)

Realization of this idea is what allowed Finland to defend itself
successfully against the Soviet Union at the start of World War II. In the
post-Cold War era, Finnish promotion of the total defense concept has
encouraged the Baltic states to ensure that they will be better able to defend
themselves in the future.

With Western support, the guard and reserve systems of all three Baltic
states have started on the road to becoming professional and credible
voluntary Home Guard units . The goal for the reserve forces is to be able to
mobilize within a few hours to protect strategic locations and provide host
nation support. Also, if necessary , the Home Guard forces need to be able
to form plausible partisan forces, which would provide an additional
deterrent to any enemy thinking of attacking (Nordberg 1994).

The Baltic states and other recent NATO entrants have had to undergo
intense scrutiny . There were "annual, detailed, custom-tailored
Membership Action Plans (MAP)" to chart their progress towards
fulfillment of NATO demands. However, as NATO had stated in the past,
the enlargement process continued and ultimately bore fruit. The MAP
system spelled out very clearly the requirements for membership, and it
was up to each country to prepare itself accordingly. The requirements
might have been more stringent than those previously demanded of Poland,
Hungary and the Czech Republic, but the process was at least an open one,
which bore certain similarities to the parallel enlargement of the EU (Altau
& Ederma 1999).

Clearly one area that was examined by the MAP program was the
credibility of the aspirant countries' defense forces, both in the eyes of
potential enemies and existing NATO members . For small countries like
the Baltic states, scrutiny of the reserve and guard forces for possible
NATO membership, in addition to the continued support of NATO
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countries helped greatly in the ongoing construction of a credible force.
Russia 's unpredictable actions, as demonstrated by its recent turning off of
natural gas to Ukraine, create tension and only fortify Baltic interest in
looking westward to both NATO and the EU (Ruutsoo 2006).
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